Andy Shenton Is Elected Calendar Beauty

Andy Shenton, a 19-year-old blonde sophomore, was named Miss TKE Calendar Girl in the sixth annual contest last Saturday night. Andy, a native of Valdosta, is a member of Alpha Delta Pi.

In the absence of Gerri Amon, last year's Miss Calendar Girl, Ruth Ann Roddley, who is the current Tau Kappa Epsilon Sweetheart, crowned Andy. However, this was not Andy's first crown; she reigned as the district's Miss Poultry Princess last year.

Andy lists as her hobbies sewing, cooking, swimming, and cheerleading. On campus, she is a member of the Wesley Foundation and Phi Beta Lambda. Andy is majoring in Secretarial Science.

Concerning her victory, Andy exclaimed, "I just can't believe it! It's a big honor, and I am very pleased at having been chosen."

First runner-up was Laura Hobbs, member of ADPi and a former Calendar Girl. A second candidate for the presidency was carrying two votes when signed petitions were turned in, and will end October 27 with speeches at the open SGA meeting. At this time candidates for the presidency and Government positions will speak for five minutes each. Other nominees will be introduced.

According to a new ruling in the Constitution, in case there are less than two names on ballot for one office, the Council nominates a second candidate. The new voting machines which will be in operation for the first time as the presidential election October 23, will also be used in the freshmen election.

S.G.A. Presents Wanderers Three

On October 24, The Wanderers Three will give the first in a series of concerts sponsored by the Student Government Association.

This folk-singing trio has recently recorded two hits for the New Orleans label of London Records: "El Tore" and "Cry I Do," a folk blues number. Tim Evans, a student at the University of Chicago, Ernest Mills from Corpus Christi, and John James from Houston started their song pact, with a group singing "Jailsey" in Mexico City. Since then they have traveled from Louisiana to Reno, playing in the Playboy Clubs of Chicago, Miami, and New Orleans, concerts with Al Hirt at the Edgewater Beach Hotel in Miami, and with Pat Boone in Texas.

Now students at the Universities of Texas and Houston, the Three do much of their own composing for guitars and banjos and Tim Evans, the star comedian of the trio, writes his own routines. Ernest Mills, the only married member, plays the banjo.

"The concert will begin at 8:00 p.m. in the gym," announces S.G.A. President Laurrie Cook.

Advance tickets will be sold for $1 for VSC students and $1.50 for others. We are getting this group for $1,750 so we hope the student body will participate," he added.

VEA Presents Town Criers In First Concert

As an opening spectacle of the new Valdosta Civic Auditorium, the Valdosta Entertainment Association will present The Town Criers, four young men, in an evening of folk music. The November 10 event will replace a concert engagement of Miss Kay Britten, which was canceled because work on the new auditorium has not been completed.

On November 10, a representative from the VSC student center, and all groups from Corpus Christi, will hold their own concerts. Concerts will be presented at $1.50 for others. We are getting this group for $1,750 so we hope the student body will participate," he added.

Dean J. A. Durrenberger Announces Senior Fellowship

Dean J. A. Durrenberger announced this week that seniors who are considering the possibility of graduate study next year should see him or their major professors at once in regard to available fellowships and assistantships. Some of the more, students who have volunteered fellowships such as the Woodrow Wilson and the Danforth have closing dates in October.

All of these fellowships require the Graduate Record Examination, which will be given on November 21. The closing date for this particular examination is November 6.

The fellowships are open to men and women who are seniors or recent graduates of accredited colleges in the United States, who have serious interest in college teaching as a career, and who plan to study for a degree in a field common to the undergraduate college. Applicants may be single or mar­ried, must be less than thirty years of age at the time of application, and may not have undertaken any graduate or professional study beyond the baccalaureate. The fellowships are open to persons of any creed or race.

Dean Durrenberger went on to say that numerous fellowships and assistantships will be available later in the year from various graduate schools throughout the United States. Students should watch their respective bulletin boards for announcements. In almost all instances satisfactory scores on the Graduate Record Examination are prerequisite to favorable consideration. The November 21 and January 16 examinations are the only two which are given early enough in the academic year to be used in applying for graduate assistance.
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Andy Shenton is surrounded by runners-up. Left to right are: Glenda Gunter, 4th; Laura Hobbs 1st; TKE Calendar winner Andy Shenton; Laura Resch, 2nd; and Andrea Hobbs, 3rd.
Editorially Speaking

CANOPY DECLARES POSITION

The Campus Canopy was recently listed in an Atlanta paper as having taken no stand in the presidential election. This is true... and it will remain true. The political views and preferences of one or two students, or the whole C.C. staff, can not and will not be made the voice of the whole student body. This newspaper will do its job. It will inform the students and be the voice of the students. Neutrality in a situation where both sides merit equal space is the only alternative.

The Democrats have sent a steady trek of dignitaries southward. Perhaps the south and Georgia in particular has become a spot of some concern on the national picture. Mrs. Lyndon Johnson on her whistle stop tour through the south for her husband is doing her part. On that same train Gov. Sanders stated that the young people were "all out for Johnson." Yet in evidence to the contrary are the signs and private campaigns going on behind the scenes—not to mention the many Goldwater supporters who met Mrs. L. B. J. at the Valdosta depot on October 8. The end of the beginning or the beginning of the end will be told in a few weeks and everyone can choose for himself the better man... or the lesser of two evils.

—Lee Hobbs

VSC STEPS FORWARD

Seldom in our state history has any institution of higher education been in such a coveted position as Valdosta State College finds itself today. Seldom has any group had as many things going for it as is the student body of Valdosta State College.

The best way to characterize Valdosta State College is as a college with the potential to get up and grow. Now, if there is ever to be an institution of higher education in our state with such potential, then VSC will already have climbed a few steps closer to its goal.

A research group, headed by Dr. Dook Campbell, former Pres. of FSU, and composed of various Valdostans and supporters of VSC, has been at work for sometime already investigating the feasibility of these plans. In their report today, the committee states: "It is the responsibility of every student at Valdosta State College to do his share toward making certain that the conclusion of this group is a fruitful and profitable one for VSC. If the students at VSC will actively do their part by supporting, pushing for, and boosting the image of the school, then VSC will already have climbed a few steps closer to its goal.

When it comes to governmental appropriations in a society like ours, it is important for the would-be recipient to have the right friends in the right places at the right time. Valdosta State College is fortunate in having a national interest in the advancement of the school's development. The National Commission on Higher Education has named Valdosta State College as one of 31 national institutions of excellence in the field of education.

It is up to the students of VSC to take advantage of this asset that is theirs in VSC. It's not just the way of strength is not an easy way. It is a hard course requiring the will to remain free. Our nation is the world's most powerful, both economically and militarily, yet we feel insecure and unsure. The insecurity and uncertainty are caused by the great mass of people who have organized themselves as an armed force and secured control over entire countries. It is time for the sake of our American way of life that we stand up for our ideals, make known our positions.

Another strong factor for VSC is the backing of the people of Valdosta. The City Fathers, the merchants and the citizens of Valdosta have come to realize the asset that is Valdosta State College. Let's show these people that we cherish our support and interest.

The only way a person can become a great salesman is to first sell himself. It is the same product. If you are not fully sold on VSC yet then get sold on it. You can do so by taking pride in your school. By being proud of its high academic standards. By being proud of its heritage. By being proud of its permanent state championship. By being proud of many other VSC traits. Let's push VSC to the maximum! Let us strive today for success tomorrow.
Art Department Exhibits Work

Check the art of your teachers. An art exhibit is now in the library and will be there through October. The exhibit is being set up by the Art Department faculty. The exhibit is open to the public.

The exhibit includes all of the instructors' works including painting, sculpture, and textiles. The exhibit is located in the art gallery on the first floor of the library.

Circle K Plans VSC Folk Sing

Hoot! Hoot! Hootenanny! Yup, it’s that time of year again! On October 16 at 8:00 p.m. the Circle K Club presents its annual show to the VSC campus. The Circle K Club produces a show each fall quarter and because of the great success and response to last year’s Hootenanny, the club is working to make this fall’s Hootenanny a success.

This year’s proceeds will aid the VSC athletic teams and fund for VSC athletes established by the Circle last year. You’ll get out your sneakers and duggarness or come as you are for the greatest talent show of the year,” says Jimbo Smith, Circle K president. Numbers will include campus singles and groups representing all VSC sororities and fraternities, plus high school and area folk singers.

The Hootenanny will be held in the VSC gym. Admission is $3.50 for students and $5.00 for adults to come for listening, singing along, or really Hoot! Hooting!

Young Republicans

The Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA) is planning to have a representative from the National YWCA come to assist in the reorganization of our YWCA. This will be on October 19, just four days prior to the SGA-sponsored VSC Business Department.
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REBEL REPORT

If you've been seeing a big fellow named Ray Peters walking around campus with a rather victorious air about him, it's because his Generals have finally become winners.

Peters is a VSC junior, and the Generals I'm talking about are the Georgia Christian School basketball team from Dasher.

Since Peters took up residence at Dasher, while attending classes here, he's been in the best of high spirits so we figured he had strong interest in the GCS eleven and how they fare in the gridiron war.

In fact, next to General coach Jon Hazelip, I'd be willing to wager there's not a more interested fan among the VSC students.

Now Georgia Christian is a young team. It's been competing in football only one season previous to this one, and of course that means it's got a long way to go.

But Peters and the Generals are much improved this year and they will show it. However, for the first few games GSC couldn't win and couldn't even score.

But soon Paul V,ick from Memphis, Ind., walked in the gymnasium, and an expression of relief crossed Colson's face. They started practicing basketball.

The Rebs have a total of seven weeks to get the pre-season problems ironed and be ready to take the court. Their 1964-65 season opened on Nov. 16. And this season's schedule promises to be another tough one.

Under Colson, the VSC quintet has brought the Georgia Inter-collegiate Athletic Conference Championship to our mid-totes for four straight years. We call that a great effort. During this time, those four seasons of success the Rebs have posted 72 victories and dropped only 28 tilts for a sparkling 72.0 average.

This year, with a winning season and another conference championship are our goals, Colson allowed. "That's easy to say, but the way all the teams in the league are getting tougher and tougher to beat each year, they will be mighty tough to attain."

At the Rebel helm this season are seven new recruits and six 1964-65 returnees who have excellent records and promise to keep VSC knocking heads with the best of them.
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Yankees To Help Enforce Title

If you know anything about the game of basketball, you've heard of the Boston Celtics, the basketball champions, and the Boston Celtics, the Boston Celtics.

But last weekend, Peters' faith and enthusiasm paid off. The Generals broke the ice on their scoring and winning droughts when they defeated the Jennings, Fl. Panthers a 13-6 setback.

That was the first win two games out of nine, but both triumphs came against B-team opponents. Jennings, Fl., is no B-team. So chalk one up for Peter and his Generals.

Speaking of football, the VSC fraternity intramural squads, at the time of this writing, were getting organized and ready to hit the turf. There are always some interesting developments in their schemes.

But the sport of the day in this school, no matter what day it is, is basketball and no sooner than the doors open on registration day do you start hearing about it.

One of the first e-mails brought to the attention of Coach Gary Colson's uneasiness during the signing up chores. All but one of his 1964-65 Rebs had shown up to register. Colson was searching every face to find the missing one.

But the sport of the day in this school, no matter what day it is, is basketball and no sooner than the doors open on registration day do you start hearing about it.

One of the last and most interesting developments in the VSC football scene is the news that the Georgia Christian School football Generals from Dasher.

Terry shrugs his shoulders and said, "pretty good."
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Fashions Brighten Campus Activity

What's really great about college clothes this fall is that they are so right and flexible. The most attractive fashions are in rich colors, deep textures, and wild patterns—brilliant enough to brighten any classroom.

Of the top five college looks, the American campus stripes rage with color. Wide bands add an Olympic flavor.

The Collegiate Alpine Look is high and brisk with reds and greens.

The Scottish Look takes its color from Highland mists and heather. Tartan throws, plaid blankets, and kilts are in.

The British Officer's Look salutes dashing colors of camel, navy, putty, and white tailored in hardy fabrics.

As for women, there is an amazing trend of black dresses, softness and softness in a dress that is short and brief and often trimmed with ruffles or feathers.

The Mink Look swings in deep textures and weaves. Tweeds are growing in popularity. Stretch fabrics create big ones in black, brown, and orange. Mixes. Cottons are seen for sports styles and wide-wale corduroy looks smart in and out of the classroom.

Patterns run wild. Stripes are bold, multicolor, and irregular. Pin stripes look wonderful on woolens. Large plaids and Scottish-type plaids are featured on cottons and woolens.

Prominent checks are found in unusual color combinations. Houndstooth patterns are big and smart. Paisley prints never looked better and cottons are terrific for printed shirts.

---Dodie Lashley

Rehearsals Begin On Fall Drama

"Casting for the upcoming drama production, "The Rape of the Belt," has been completed," according to Mr. John Rudy, head of the Speech Department and rehearsals are under way.

"The Rape of the Belt," Benn W. Lee, gets its point across in an original comedy hit, is a variation of the famed Greek myth about the visit of the owl to the land of the Amazons. It tells humorously of the adventures of the hero in achieving his ninth labor, which was to seize the royal belt of the fierce and war-like queen of the Amazons—the jeweled belt which, in the play he finds actually possessed by two sister queens, Antiope and Hippolyte. It is revealed that the war-horse of the Amazons was coming from the pipes all the time. Coo, coo. What a change have we? Why, I've even heard girls threaten to strangle old John, or worse, put salt on our tails. And those same girls called our beautiful throaty voices horrid, and those weird sounds in the upstairs room was telltale.

Coo. Do people appreciate us? But, they aren't used to it. They have humor, without ever boring any- one. They have intelligence. They play he finds actually possessed by two sister queens, Antiope and Hippolyte.
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Lady Bird Special Brings Famous Names to Valdosta

It was either five, six or seven thousand. No one is sure of the exact number. No one is sure how the train arrived at the terminal. The train had already been waiting for hours when it was announced that the train would be another twenty-five minutes late. Despite another pause the people gathered on the platform were eager to do what other Georgians in Savannah had done earlier in the day. They were waiting to welcome Mrs. Lyndon Baines Johnson to their section of the State of Georgia.

At exactly 3:30 P. M. the Lady Bird Special pulled into Waycross. It was a roaring, hissing halt at the ACL terminal. The train was filled to the brim with dignitaries from throughout the South. There were Dr. and Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson, Luci, there was Congressman and Mrs. Russel Fogg, Georgia Governor and Mrs. Carl Sanders, and many others, including Mrs. Donald Russell, wife of South Carolina's Governor, Nancy Dickerson of NBC and various other interesting and respected persons.

The First Lady's talk was brief but thorough. She declared full support and devotion to a Southerner. She affirmed the President's genuine interest in the South and its people. She expressed her hope that her family had many supporters. She was asked for the support and vote of the people in behalf of Mr. Johnson.

Another Johnson was on board the train also, Lue! Baines Johnson was charming, polite and friendly. She reiterated her family's interest in the people of the South.

Twenty minutes after its arrival, the Lady Bird Special was again on its way. It was bound for Valdosta.

Buildings Change Campus Scenery

The new girls dorm, evidenced by a pile of dirt giving the appearance that some giant bonanza had gone looking, is now under way. Digging the trenches for the foundation is 1000 claimed next week with the laying of the combination brick and concrete foundation. The construction company has eighteen to twenty months of contract time ahead.

Work continues on the addition to the VSC library, with completion expected by the end of fall quarter. The back wall of the library was knocked down last week to join the addition to the reading room, making students studying there aware of the "progress" going on around them.

W.A.A. Makes Plans For Year

The first meetings of the Women's Athletic Association were held Thursday and October 12. Mrs. G. B. G. Harrell, faculty advisor, met with the following 

Dodie Bixley, president; Mrs. Gertrude Weatter, faculty advisor, met with the following representatives: Julie Raven, Dona Cates; Jane Clappier, Jane; Elza Johnson, Lee; Faye Fussell, Brenda Underwood, Indeperts; Gloria Gunter, Alpha Xi Delta, Phillipa; and Kari Dietz, and Diane Thierman, Alpha Tau Phi.

Various awards are held during the year and interested persons are invited to partake in the program.

Serenaders Select Seven Members

Seven new members were added to the 1964-1965 Serenaders. They are Shirley Brown and Marita Huggins, sopranos; Bunny Bridges and Gail Fox, altos; Laura Adams and Harold Pontiff, tenors; and Jerry Phillips, bass.

Returning members of the group are Linda Bruce, Mary Duncan, Mary Ellen O'Quin, Karen Allen, John Baugh, Neil Bell, and Jack Murray.

Three alternates were named to replace any member who should have to drop out of the group for any reason. They are Carol Bledsoe, Gerald Boyd, and Mary Wolinski.

The Serenaders' first engagement will be in December at a civic club meeting in Jasper, Florida.